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Context

Limited use of automated assessments pre-
pandemic, predominantly paper based 
assessments.

Switch to online quizzes and PDF uploads for 
continuous assessments and final exams during 
the pandemic.

Available question types were limited. 
Prompted testing of other options.

Returning to in person paper based final exams. 
Quizzes still used as part of continuous 
assessments.



Context

Mixture of formative & 
summative quiz assessments

Added JSXGraph based 
questions

Work with lecturing staff to 
produce questions.



Why use the 
STACK 

question 
type?

Flexibility

• Multiple input types
 Algebraic expressions

 Matrices

 Numerical

 Multi-choice

Full list of input types:

• Input validation for users

• Randomisation

• Complex marking

• JSXgraph support



Input types Numerical & Algebraic input

Numerical Algebraic input



Input types Matrices – fixed & variable sized



Input types Multi-choice

• Radio buttons Dropdown  Checkbox



Input Validation General



Input Validation Matrices



Input Validation Numerical



Randomisation



Deployed 

Variants

Main uses:

• Prevent 

potential 

errors

• In large scale 

assessments 

it improves 

performance 

and reduces 

system load.



Randomisation



Complex marking Using the students answer
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JSXGraph + STACK

 JSXGraph is a javascript plotting library supporting interactive graphics.

 Allows for visual aids or demonstrations of concepts visually.

 STACK supports inclusion of JSXGraph in a special JSXGraph code block.

 STACK also supports grading variables passed from JSXGraph to the CAS.



Randomized graphics



Graphics as an aid



Interactive visuals



Graph as an answer

Choose endpoint 

type

Drag endpoints on numberline



Graph as an answer

Interactive

- Drag red point

- Flip function



In summary, 
the strength 
of STACK is 
its flexibility.

Randomisation: Numbers, list elements, text.

Complex marking: Multiple nodes, can use incorrect answer to give 
partial marks in later parts of a question.

Input Validation: Students can check their answers are interpreted as 
expected.

Feedback options: Can be particularly helpful in formative quizzes.
We hope to dedicate more time to this in the future.

STACK's use of a computer algebra system (based on Maxima) 
provides a powerful tool for creating questions and for 
assessing student responses.

Note:
Knowledge of LaTeX and Maxima is required to fully utilise STACK. 
Javascript knowledge is needed for JSXgraph.


